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value. The belief that all may be chosen, acted upon in a co-
operating environment, may inspire the added increment of
effort that often transforms promise into achievement.
Our conception of a democracy without event-making figures
runs counter to a plausible but fundamentally mistaken critique
of democracy developed by a notable school of Italian theorists—
Mosca, Pareto, and Michels.1 These men in different ways seek
to establish the impossibility of democracy. Their chief argu-
ment is that all political rule involves organisation and that all
organization, no matter how democratic its mythology, sooner
or later comes under the effective control of a minority elite.
The history of societies, despite the succession of different
political forms, is in substance nothing but the succession of
different political elites. Democracy is a political form that
conceals both the conflicts of interest between the governing
elite and the governed and the fact that these conflicts are always
undemocratically resolved in favour of the former. To the
extent that these elites make history, their outstanding leaders
are heroes or event-making figures even in a democracy.
The whole force of this argument rests upon a failure to
understand the nature of ideals, including political ideals. In
addition, the critique overlooks the fact that the problems of
political power are always specific and that they allow choices
between courses of conduct that strengthen or weaken^ extend
or diminish particular political ideals. Finally, it underestimates
the tremendous differences between societies, all of which fall
short in varying degrees of the defined ideal of democracy, and
the crucial importance of institutions in the never-ending process
of realizing ideals.
In virtue of the nature of things and men, no ideal can be
perfectly embodied. There is no such thing as absolute health,
absolute wisdom, absolute democracy, an absolutely honest
man—or an absolutely fat one. Yet when we employ these
ideals intelligently we can order a series of flesh and blood men
in such a way as to distinguish between them in respect to their
being healthier, wiser, or fatter. And so with states. There is no
absolutely democratic state, but we can tell when states are more
11 have previously expounded and criticised the doctrines of this school
from a somewhat different point of view in my Reason, Social Myths and
Democracy* pp» 119 ff.,. New York, 1940.

